
October 14, 2018 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

It is a very special privilege and honor for me to collaborate with each of you as members 

of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Band during our time together at the University of 

Louisville in February. The success of our collaboration will ultimately depend upon 

your preparation, my preparation, your intent as an artist, my intent as an artist, and our 

commitment to creating beauty at every rehearsal.  Each piece selected for this program 

will challenge each of us on many levels.  I am very excited about this program and look 

forward to exploring this great music with you in our rehearsals. 

 

The programs is as follows: 

 

Mother Earth Fanfare – David Maslanka 

Abendlied (Evening Song) – Josef Rheinberger/Hanson 

First Suite in Eb for Military Band Op. 28 No.1 – Gustav Holst 

Apollo Unleashed from “Symphony No. 2” – Frank Ticheli 

 

The clear expectation is that every one (including myself) must be prepared to make 

music at the first rehearsal, meaning that technical issues have to be solved well before 

our first meeting.  REHEARSALS ARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEARNING 

EVERYONE ELSE’S PART.  Your part has to be mastered well before our first 

rehearsal on February 6, 2019.
h.

 

 

Please note my following suggestions for important things to consider, and please 

practice these issues well before your arrival in Louisville: 

 

Mother Earth Fanfare – David Maslanka 

 

Mother Earth Fanfare is symbolic of David Maslanka’s great concern for our 

environment and for the long-term health of our planet.  A very simple program note is 

included in the score: 

 

Praised be You, my Lord, for our sister MOTHER EARTH, 

Who nourishes us, and teaches us, 

Bringing forth all kinds of fruit’s and colored flowers and herbs. 

                                                         St. Francis of Assisi 

 

Mother Earth Fanfare will be a wonderful and exciting opener to our concert.  Please 

carefully note the important observations below regarding this piece: 

 

General Consideration 

 

1. The tempo of this work, although marked at dotted half note = 86, will be closer 

to dotted half note = 104 – 108. 



2. A good practice tempo for you to initially negotiate would be dotted half note = 

86. 

3. The music will be conducted in “one”.  A hyper-meter analysis (the actual beating 

pattern that I will conduct) will follow.  It is essential that you mark this metric 

organization into your individual parts. 

4. It is essential that everyone sub-divide and feel the internal pulse of the quarter 

note value within the larger metric framework. 

5. Accents in this work are created primarily through space and by the weight of the 

breath, rather than the articulation (tongue).  Notes before accents should never 

“touch” the accented note. 

6. Please observe the dynamic markings exactly as the composer has written to 

achieve maximum emotional impact. 

7. Whenever the music becomes lyrical (eg. Measure 110) be sure to play with a 

sense of great expression and singing quality in your sound. 

8. In general, last notes of slurs should be clipped and not held full value. 

 

 Specific Practice Strategies 

 

1. Clarinets II and III and alto saxophones, practice the technical material at measure 

110 slowly.  The effect should be to create an effortless tapestry of moving eighth 

notes below a more static and sustained melodic line.  The impression to the 

listener is that this should sound effortless, not labored! 

2. In measure 244, flutes, oboes, clarinets, trumpet I, and horns, be sure that you can 

play the four-quarter note figure over the entire measure without rushing! 

3. Make sure that anyone who has the hemiola figure in measures 85 and 86, play 

this with space between each note to ensure that the hemiola figure can be clearly 

heard. 

 

Abendlied – Josef Rheinberger/Hanson 

 

Abendlied (Evening Song), Op. 69 No. 3, is one of the best-known choral works of Josef 

Rheinberger (1839-1901).  A child prodigy who became a church organist at the age of 7, 

Rheinberger was a prolific composer of organ and choral works, and an influential 

composition teacher at the Munich Conservatory.  The words are taken from Luke 24:29, 

translated in the King James Bible as “Bide with us; for it is toward evening, and the day 

is far spent.” 

 

General Consideration 

 

1. Anything marked in your parts as “possible tacet” or “tacet” should NOT be 

played. 

2. Be sure to play when the part indicates “PLAY” following a “possible tacet” or 

“tacet” marking. 

3. Avoid breathing on bar lines or after longer notes so the work has a sense of 

continuous line. 



4. Be sure to touch rests with your sound, so there are no empty musical spaces in 

the line. 

5. Moving notes (usually quarter notes) are principal parts that must be brought to 

the fore.   

6. Be sure to put more tonal weight on moments of suspension.  Bring out the 

dissonance! 

7. Repeated notes under a slur must have clear diction.  Remember, Abendlied is 

based upon text and the text must be heard. Each moving quarter note represents a 

word in the text. 

 

 

 

First Suite in Eb for Military Band Op. 28 No.1 – Gustav Holst 

 

This incredible work will always remain as one of the most important pieces of our wind 

band repertoire.  This is a work from one of England’s most distinguished composers, 

Gustav Holst, too often played poorly, without understanding, and without the care that it 

deserves.  Legendary founder of the Eastman Wind Ensemble, conductor Frederick 

Fennell always referred to this work as Holst’s experiment in form and the cornerstone of 

the wind band repertoire.  We will study and explore this in our rehearsals together. 

 

Chaconne  

 

 

1. Please observe my edited markings exactly as they have been transferred to your 

parts.  Most importantly, the Chaconne theme is eight measures in length and 

should never be interrupted in the fourth bar of the theme after the half note by a 

need for a physical breath.  Most likely, you may have to stagger your breathing 

within your sections to accomplish this. 

 

2. Low brass and low woodwinds be sure not to slow down at the “pesante” at B1. 

 

Intermezzo 

 

1. Be aware that the A sections of the second movement are always motivated by the 

eighth notes in the clarinet parts.  Be sure to focus your listening on that when we 

are together. 

 

2. I go into “2” (beating the half note pulse) rather than beating “4” in the second bar 

of letter C, the “L’istesso tempo”.  The basic quarter note pulse remains the same, 

however.  I go into “2” because the harmonic motion in this section is in “2” and 

so is the music. 

 

3. The double bar (2/4) before letter E is conducted in “2” with the quarter note 

getting the pulse. 

 



4. PLEASE CAREFULLY CHECK THE KEY SIGNATURE CHANGE TO 

CONCERT C MAJOR AT LETTER F WHICH IS THE “CODA”. 

 

March 

 

1. I go into “1” beat to the bar beginning at the key change (letter A).  The basic ½ 

note pulse remains the same.   

 

2. I go back into “2” the tenth measure after letter B. 

 

3. Clarinets, saxophones, horns, and euphoniums, from the fourth bar of letter A 

until 8 measure before C the breathing must be staggered with no one taking 

breaths in the “obvious” places. 

 

Apollo Unleashed from “Symphony No. 2 – Frank Ticheli 

 

The “Symphony No. 2” of Frank Ticheli was dedicated to Dr. James Croft in honor of his 

retirement as Director of Bands at Florida State University in 2003.  The symphony’s 

three movements refer to celestial light – Shooting Stars, the Moon, and the Sun.  Frank 

Ticheli writes the following regarding the last movement that we will be performing, 

Apollo Unleashed: 

 

The finale, “Apollo Unleashed” is perhaps the most wide-ranging movement of the 

symphony, and certainly the most difficult to convey in words.  On the one hand, the 

image of Apollo, the powerful ancient god of the sun, inspired not only the movement’s 

title, but also its blazing energy.  Bright sonorities, fast tempos, and galloping rhythms 

combine to give a sense of urgency that one often expects from a symphonic finale.  On 

the other hand, its boisterous nature is tempered and enriched by another sublime force, 

Bach’s Chorale BWV 433 (Wer Gott vertraut, hat wohl gebaut). This chorale – a favorite 

of the dedicatee, and one he himself arranged for chorus and band – serves as a kind of 

spiritual anchor, giving a soul to the gregarious foreground events.  The chorale is in 

ternary form (ABA’).  In the first half of the movement, the chorale’s A and B sections 

are stated nobly underneath faster paced music, while the final A section is saved for the 

climactic ending, sounding against a flurry of 16
th

 notes.”  

 

Apollo Unleashed will be a spectacular ending to our concerts, both at St. Olaf College 

and at Orchestra Hall.  This piece will challenge our technique as well as our sense of 

internal pulse.  Please note the following suggestions to guide your practice: 

 

1. PRACTICE WITH YOUR METRONOME!!  This will be the key to our 

success!!  Practice slowly at first, knowing that we will be close to quarter = 152 

at the beginning of the movement. 

 

2. Regardless of the meter signatures of 12/8, 10/8, 7/8, 6/8, or 5/8, the eighth note 

pulse remains constant throughout the movement.  The meters are usually 

grouped as follows: 



 

12/8: groupings of threes and twos in 5 beats 

10/8: grouping of threes and twos in 4 beats 

7/8:   groupings of twos and three in 3 beats 

6/8:   two groups of three in 2 beats 

5/8:   groupings of either two plus three or three plus two in 2 beats  

 

3. Woodwinds, practice all of your sixteenth note technical passages 

UNDERTEMPO with the metronome.  Do not practice at the tempo indicated.  

Start practicing at a tempo where you can play all of the sixteenth notes evenly 

and WITHOUT RUSHING!! 

 

4. The tempo at measure 237 will be quarter = 152 – 160 

 

5. The tempo at measure 250 (the Coda) will be very close to quarter = 160.   

 

6. Be sure that all punctuation dynamics (fp, ffp, sfz,) are observed and over-

exaggerated! 

 

7. French horns, be sure to practice your stopped notes, paying special attention to 

your intonation.  Also practice attacking these notes accurately and not over-

blowing them! 

 

8. The key to this entire piece will be crisp articulation, which is the key to style.  

Absolute staccato must be in great contrast to absolute legato. 

 

9. Remember that four dotted-quarter eights in a row (measures 77, 79, 91 and 92 

for example) must be played equally over three beats.  Practice this carefully to 

ensure that you are playing four equal notes rhythmically. 

 

 

A few final thoughts: 

 

1. Be prepared for our first rehearsal! We have very limited rehearsal time 

together, and that time cannot be used to learn individual parts. 

2. Remember, practicing is for the purpose of learning your part; rehearsals are for 

the purpose of learning everyone else’s part. 

3. Remember, the metronome is your friend!  ALWAYS PRACTICE WITH IT!! 

 

I will look forward to meeting you at the University of Louisville and making great music 

together.  All best wishes for HAPPY PRACTICING!!. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Craig Kirchhoff 

Professor Emeritus of Music 



Director Emeritus of University Bands 

University of Minnesota 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


